Accept more bill payments while reducing collection losses and staffing costs.

As the preferred payments processor for QuotePro Kiosk, we are pleased to announce our partnership with the leading brand ambassador and financial services center for your cash-preferred customers.

The multilingual QuotePro Kiosk serves as a standalone payment center that makes it easy to accept more bill payments while reducing collection losses and staffing costs. The self-service kiosk solution provides a fully integrated, streamlined operation and expedited payment process that can help clients across industries turn their challenges into opportunities. It enables clients to serve their customers with a fast, reliable, convenient experience in a cost-effective manner.
Business benefits

- Exclusive on-site payment channel that includes cash payment options inclusive of unbanked and underbanked customers
- Online management dashboard that provides the merchant a holistic view of their kiosk network with tools such as transactional reporting, reconciliation reporting, cash levels, service ticketing and more
- Provisional cash services streamline cash payment acceptance by sending a daily ACH of the previous day’s cash payments, funding the change tendered to customers, and administering armored car servicing of the payment kiosk so no one touches cash again
- Full integration with Worldpay from FIS Biller Solutions means consolidated settlement, reconciliation, and reporting by kiosk location, as well as real-time payment posting and a familiar process to serve customers
- Marketing opportunities through custom wrapping of the kiosk machine, branding with client logo, customized on-screen messages and printed receipts
- Scanner for billing statement bar codes, QR codes, and driver’s license provide quick customer identification, averting manual data entry and supporting contactless payments
- Increased adoption rate realized through improved customer experience from reduced wait times and convenience
- Business and cost efficiency supported with stand-up self-service kiosk portals in lieu of physically manned offices, freeing up staff to handle complex in-person operations and tasks
- Kiosk models include indoor, standalone, and in-wall
- Flexible pricing models including lease and purchase
- QuotePro-managed kiosk installation, providing complete warranty, service plans and customer service (under 90 days on receipt of order)

Consumer benefits

- Self-service kiosk technology provides convenient in-person payments
- Flexible payment options including credit, debit, check, and cash
- Intuitive user interface with multilingual support

End-use / Industry-specific Benefits

Clients across multiple industries can leverage the solution for any service combined with payment.

- One-time payments
- Government and Municipalities
- Utility
- Taxes
- Vehicle registrations, license renewals, and loans
- Recreational licenses or tickets
- Insurance premiums
- Telecoms – phone, internet, cable bills
- Monthly and hourly rentals
- Turn-key solution for car dealerships

Security and Compliance

- Cash management services provided through armored courier that eliminates shrinkage and avoids risk of staff handling cash
- Electronic access control enhances security, making it possible to install kiosks even in tough neighborhoods
- Casino-grade bill acceptor and note validator makes it safe to accept cash without the fear of counterfeit currency
- Remote monitoring and troubleshooting
- No data stored in machine
- ADA compliant

Contact us

For more information, call 877.776.3706

“Our QuotePro Kiosk allows our customers to pay their ENSTAR bills in cash, card or check 24/7/365. It also provides custom reporting to reconcile our branch payments in minutes.”

Christina Veltkamp Manager, Customer Service and Collections at ENSTAR Natural Gas Company